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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method, system, device, and computer program product for 
processing plural rights expressions associated with an item 
for use in a system for controlling use of the item in accor 
dance with the rights expressions, including receiving a 
request to use an item, the item having associated rights 
expressions governing use of the item; returning one or more 
rights expressions including conditions that must be satisfied 
in order to use the item; and processing the returned rights 
expressions in a manner to facilitate selection of the returned 
rights expressions in order to use the item in accordance with 
the selected rights expressions. 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR GRANTING 
ACCES TO AN ITEM OR PERMISSION TO 
USEAN TEMBASED ON CONFIGURABLE 

CONDITIONS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
DOCUMENTS 

0001. The present invention is a continuation of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/712.268, filed on Nov. 14, 
2003, which is a continuation-in-part (CIP) of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/298,220, filed on Nov. 18, 2002, 
which claims priority to commonly assigned U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/331,619, filed Nov. 20, 2001, 
Ser. No. 60/331,622, filed Nov. 20, 2001, Ser. No. 60/359, 
646, filed Feb. 27, 2002, and Ser. No. 60/359,661, filed Feb. 
27, 2002, the entire disclosures of all of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention is directed to systems and 
methods for processing rights expressions, and more particu 
larly to a system and method for granting access to an item or 
permission to use an item based on configurable conditions. 
0004 2. Discussion of the Related Art 
0005 Digital distribution of content, by content owners, 
over the Internet is a way to reach out to a potentially large 
market of Internet users. However, such digital distribution 
comes with a risk of illegal or otherwise unauthorized, distri 
bution of the content. 
0006 Rights Management helps reduce such a risk, 
thereby enabling content owners to protect and profit from 
their digital content, for example, based on usage rights that 
can be used to specify conditions that need be satisfied in 
order to access the digital content. However, a system, Ser 
vice, device or a consumer may be unable to or unwilling to 
Support certain types of conditions in Such rights expressions. 
For example, an application may not Support rights expres 
sions containing fee conditions or an application may not 
Support rights expressions issued by a certain issuer. 
0007. In addition, a condition to grant permission can be 
that the device is to be operated within a certain territory, for 
example, a given country, State, county, city, and the like. 
However, the device may not be inside such a territory. 
0008 Further, a condition to grant permission can include 
that a consumer posses a certain type of credential or quali 
fication, such as a club membership, a role in an organization, 
and the like. However, the consumer may not possess such a 
credential or qualification. In addition, enforcing of a condi 
tion can incur significant fees or other costs to the consumer. 
For example, the fee and cost may include non-monetary 
considerations, such as with respect to frequent flyer miles, an 
agreement to join a club, an agreement to watch (e.g., click 
through) commercials, filling out of Surveys, etc. 
0009 Still further, a consumer may have a preference as to 
certain conditions. However, some of Such preferences may 
be subject to change based on time, location or other factors. 
In addition, Such preferences may need to be expressed in an 
interactive manner. For example, a consumer may value air 
line frequent flyer miles at S1 per 100 miles at the beginning 
of the year and at S1 per 50 miles when the consumer is 
accumulating the miles for a European vacation. 
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0010 With current methods and systems, typically, there 
is no easy way for an application to address the above-noted 
problems. For example, an application can either pick the first 
matching rights expression or randomly pick a matching 
rights expression from a set returned by an interpreter. How 
ever, Such a method may either select a matching rights 
expression, including unsupported condition expressions or 
select a rights expression that is not cost effective or not 
preferable to a consumer. 
0011. An application could have built-in capabilities to 
analyze the matching rights expressions returned by an inter 
preter. However, this requires each application to compre 
hend and process condition expressions and the matching 
rights expressions, placing a heavy burden on Such an appli 
cation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. Therefore, there is a need for a system and method 
that can address the above-noted problems. The above and 
other needs are addressed by the system, method, device, and 
computer program product of the exemplary embodiments, 
which include, for example, an exemplary Configurable Con 
dition Processing System (CPS) that can provide condition 
processing, for example, including filtering processes, 
weighting processes, prioritizing processes, and the like, for 
granting access or permission. Advantageously, the exem 
plary processes can be used to enable a system, service, 
device, consumer, and the like, to effectively select a match 
ing rights expression to grant an access or permission request 
to an item. 
0013. Accordingly, in one aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method, system, device, and computer 
program product for processing plural rights expressions 
associated with an item for use in a system for controlling use 
of the item in accordance with the rights expressions, includ 
ing receiving a request to use an item, the item having asso 
ciated rights expressions governing use of the item; returning 
one or more rights expressions including conditions that must 
be satisfied in order to use the item; and processing the 
returned rights expressions in a manner to facilitate selection 
of the returned rights expressions in order to use the item in 
accordance with the selected rights expressions. 
0014 Still other aspects, features, and advantages of the 
present invention are readily apparent from the following 
detailed description, simply by illustrating a number of exem 
plary embodiments and implementations, including the best 
mode contemplated for carrying out the present invention. 
The present invention also is capable of other and different 
embodiments, and its several details can be modified in vari 
ous respects, all without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the present invention. Accordingly, the drawings and descrip 
tions are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as 
restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 The embodiments of the present invention are illus 
trated by way of example, and not by way of limitation, in the 
figures of the accompanying drawings and in which like ref 
erence numerals refer to similar elements and in which: 

0016 FIG. 1 is a diagram for illustrating an extensible 
rights expression processing system, according to an exem 
plary embodiment; 
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0017 FIG. 2 is a diagram for illustrating the operation of 
the extensible rights expression processing system of FIG. 1, 
according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0018 FIG. 3 is a diagram for illustrating a rights expres 
sion lifecycle, according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0019 FIG. 4 is a diagram for illustrating a rights expres 
sion generation process in the rights expression lifecycle of 
FIG. 3, according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0020 FIG. 5 is a diagram for illustrating generation of a 
rights expression using rights expressions as inputs, accord 
ing to an exemplary embodiment; 
0021 FIG. 6 is a diagram for illustrating a rights expres 
sion modification process in the rights expression lifecycle of 
FIG. 3, according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0022 FIG. 7 is a diagram for illustrating modification of a 
rights expression during a rights expression modification pro 
cess, according to another exemplary embodiment; 
0023 FIG. 8 is a flowchart for illustrating a rights expres 
sion authorization process, according to an exemplary 
embodiment; 
0024 FIG. 9 is a flowchart for illustrating a grant valida 
tion process, according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0025 FIG. 10 is a flowchart for illustrating a grant reso 
lution process, according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0026 FIG. 11 is a diagram for illustrating the grant reso 
lution process of FIG. 10, according to an exemplary embodi 
ment, 
0027 FIG. 12 is a diagram for illustrating a Rights Man 
agement system that can be employed with the exemplary 
embodiments; 
0028 FIG. 13 is a diagram for illustrating an item ticket 
that can be employed with the exemplary embodiments: 
0029 FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a Configurable 
Condition Processing System that can be employed with the 
exemplary embodiments; 
0030 FIG. 15 is a diagram for describing the operation of 
the Configurable Condition Processing System of FIG. 14, 
according to an exemplary embodiment; 
0031 FIG. 16 is a graph illustrating a horizontal asymp 

totic function fory=100*x/(x+100*x) that can be employed 
with the exemplary embodiments: 
0032 FIG. 17 illustrates a neural network that can be 
employed with the exemplary embodiments; and 
0033 FIG. 18 is a flowchart for illustrating the operation 
of the Configurable Condition Processing System of FIG. 14, 
according to an exemplary embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0034 Referring now to the drawings, wherein like refer 
ence numerals designate identical or corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, and more particularly to FIG. 1, 
wherein there is illustrated an extensible rights expression 
processing system 10, according to an exemplary embodi 
ment. In FIG. 1, the exemplary rights expression processing 
system 10, according to an exemplary embodiment, for 
example, can be used to generate, modify, authorize, and/or 
validate grammar based rights expressions. Advantageously, 
the rights expression processing system 10 is extensible to 
allow new syntaxes to be added without changing semantics 
or grammars of existing rights expressions to thereby allow 
accommodation of new rights expressions. 
0035 Although the exemplary embodiments are 
described in terms of the exemplary rights expression pro 
cessing system, the exemplary embodiments can be imple 
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mented in any suitable system, method or device, as will be 
appreciated by those skilled in the relevant art(s). Accord 
ingly, the exemplary rights expression processing system 10 
can be implemented with any suitable type of hardware and/ 
or Software, and can include a pre-programmed general-pur 
pose computing device. For example, the rights expression 
processing system 10 can be implemented using a personal 
computer, a portable computer, a thin client, and the like. The 
rights expression processing system 10 can be configured as 
a single device at a single location or as multiple devices at a 
single or multiple locations that are connected together using 
any appropriate communication protocols over any Suitable 
communication medium, Such as electric cable, fiber optic 
cable, any suitable other type of cable or in a wireless manner, 
for example, using radio frequency, infrared or other tech 
nologies. 
0036. The exemplary rights expression processing system 
10 is illustrated and discussed herein as having a plurality of 
exemplary components, which perform particular exemplary 
functions. Such exemplary components, however, are merely 
schematically illustrated based on their function for clarity 
purposes, and do not necessarily represent specific hardware 
and/or software. Accordingly, the exemplary components can 
be hardware and/or software implemented to substantially 
perform the particular functions explained. Moreover, two or 
more of Such components can be combined together within 
the rights expression processing system 10 or divided into 
more components based on the particular function desired. 
Thus, the exemplary embodiments, as described with respect 
to FIG.1, are illustrative in nature and should not be construed 
to limit the present invention. 
0037. The exemplary rights expression processing system 
10 can include a framework 12 that allows interfacing of the 
other components of the rights expression processing system 
10. The framework 12 is the infrastructure component of the 
rights expression processing system 10 that orchestrates the 
interactions among the other components of the system and 
the rights expression-processing functions performed by the 
various components. Preferably, the framework 12 of the 
rights expression processing system 10 is rights expression 
agnostic, i.e., the framework 12 is not tied to a specific syntax 
or grammar of rights expressions. Moreover, the framework 
12 has an extendible architecture with extensibility points that 
allow various other components to be added thereto to allow 
processing of new rights expressions. In further embodi 
ments, however, the framework 12 need not be provided with 
an extendible architecture with extensibility points, but 
instead, can be implemented with fixed components, and the 
like. 
0038. The exemplary rights expression processing system 
10 also includes a parser 14 adapted to allow parsing and 
manipulation of data. In particular, the parser 14 is a compo 
nent that carries out the underlying manipulation operations, 
Such as input, output, syntax validation, and manipulation of 
the rights expression 24 to be processed by the rights expres 
sion processing system 10. The parser 14 can be generic and 
implemented, for example, as a plug-in component that can 
be replaced by another parser of similar capability without 
affecting the behavior of the rights expression processing 
system 10. 
0039. A rights expression need not be limited to licenses in 
particular, but can include any Suitable expressions that can be 
used by the exemplary rights expression processing system 
10 to convey information. Thus, a rights expression and 
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derivatives thereof can generally include expressions of 
licenses, license components and/or fragments thereof. Such 
as the grant element, principal element, right element, 
resource element, and/or condition element, as well as any 
other Suitable expressions. 
0040. For example, the rights expression 24 can include a 
grant that comprises a usage right associated with the digital 
resources and a principal to whom the usage right is granted. 
The party to whom the grant has been issued is referred to as 
the “principal.” the object of the rights, such as an e-book, can 
be referred to as the “digital resource.” and the right to use 
such an object can be referred to as the “usage right.” In 
further exemplary embodiments, the rights expression 24 can 
include a request that comprises a usage right associated with 
digital resources, and a principal requesting use of the digital 
resources. Moreover, the rights expression 24 can include a 
grant, as well as a request. The rights expression 24 can be 
expressed in an appropriate rights expression language 
(REL), such as ODRL, XrML, SAML, XACML, MPEG 
REL, XML-based languages, and the like. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the underlying parser 14 can be configured to 
hide rights expression-specific syntaxes and grammars 
through the use of extensible definitions, for example, such as 
the XML or XrML Schema. 
0041. The exemplary rights expression processing system 
10 can include an interpreter 16 adapted to evaluate and/or 
authorize rights expressions 24, and to provide an authoriza 
tion result. In particular, the interpreter 16 can evaluate the 
rights expression 24 based on the grant and/or the request set 
forth in the rights expression 24. The interpreter then can 
authorize the rights expression 24 without condition, thereby 
authorizing consumption of the digital resources identified in 
the rights expression 24. Alternatively, the interpreter 16 can 
conditionally authorize the rights expression 24 thereby 
authorizing consumption of the digital resources identified in 
the rights expression 24 Subject to one or more conditions that 
are set forth in the rights expression 24. Moreover, the inter 
preter 16 may not authorize the rights expression 24, so that 
consumption of the digital resources identified in the rights 
expression 24 cannot be consumed. 
0042. The interpreter 16, for example, can be imple 
mented as a plug-in component having a plurality of plug-in 
Subcomponents 18, which are configured to allow evaluation 
and/or authorization of different rights expressions 24. In 
addition, new plug-in Subcomponents can be added to the 
interpreter 16 to allow evaluation and/or authorization of new 
rights expressions thereby allowing the interpreter 16 to be 
extensible. Because the exemplary rights expression process 
ing system 10 has an extensible architecture, in further exem 
plary embodiments, new types of interpreters can be added to 
the rights expression processing system 10 and which are 
configured to evaluate and/or authorize new types of rights 
expressions. 
0043. The exemplary rights expression processing system 
10 further can include one or more validators 20 adapted to 
validate satisfaction of conditions, if any, which can be set 
forth in the rights expressions being evaluated. For example, 
if the interpreter 16 conditionally authorizes the rights 
expression 24, the validators 20 can be configured to verify 
the satisfaction of the conditions prior to allowing the con 
Sumption of the digital resources identified in the rights 
expression 24. The exemplary rights expression processing 
system 10 can include validators A through M, wherein each 
validator can be configured to evaluate a specific type of 
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condition, by verifying the value of a state variable, for 
example. The extensible architecture of the exemplary rights 
expression processing system 10, advantageously, allows 
new types validators that are configured to evaluate and/or 
authorize new types rights expressions to be added to the 
exemplary rights expression processing system 10. For 
example, a validator N (not shown), for example, imple 
mented as a plug-in component, can be added later to allow 
validation of a new type of condition that can be expressed in 
a Suitable rights expression to be processed. 
0044) Further, the exemplary rights expression processing 
system 10 also can include a rights expression enabled com 
ponent, such as an application 22. The application 22 com 
ponent, for example, can represent the “user of the rights 
expression processing system 10. The user can be a creator, a 
distributor or a consumer of rights expressions. Examples of 
application 22 can include rights authoring applications and 
systems, rendering applications of digital content, such as 
multimedia, video, picture images, and musical artwork, and/ 
or web-service execution systems, and the like. For example, 
if the application 22 is a consumer of rights expressions. Such 
as a digital content and/or service rendering application, the 
application 22 can utilize various components of the exem 
plary extensible rights expression processing system 10 to 
perform various processing operations, such as parsing, vali 
dating or evaluating rights expressions. 
0045 FIG. 2 is a diagram for illustrating the operation of 
the extensible rights expression processing system 10 of FIG. 
1, according to an exemplary embodiment. In FIG. 2, the 
processing of a rights expression can be illustrated, wherein 
the application 22 receives the rights expression 24 that is 
associated with the digital resource 26 and includes informa 
tion regarding the digital resource 26. The rights expression 
24 can include a grant that comprises a usage right associated 
with the digital resource 26 and a principal to whom the usage 
right is granted. In further exemplary embodiments, the rights 
expression 24 can be or also include a request that comprises 
a usage right associated with digital resource 26 and a prin 
cipal requesting use of the digital resource 26. 
0046. The application 22 passes the rights expression 24 
with the information regarding the digital resource 26 to the 
framework 12. The framework 12 then locates the interpreter 
16 that is capable of evaluating and/or authorizing the par 
ticular rights expression 24, and passes the rights expression 
24 to the interpreter 16 for evaluation and/or authorization. 
The locating of the interpreter 16 that is capable of evaluating 
and/or authorizing the particular rights expression 24 can be 
implemented in various different ways. For example, when 
the interpreter 16 is provided to the rights expression process 
ing system 10, via the framework 12, using the application 22, 
the interpreter 16 registers with the rights expression process 
ing system 10 all of the Suitable rights expressions of a spe 
cific namespace that can be evaluated and/or authorized by 
the interpreter 16. If the interpreter 16 is requested to evaluate 
and/or authorize a rights expression, the rights expression is 
looked up to determine if the rights expression was registered 
by the interpreter 16, which indicates that the interpreter 16 is 
capable of evaluating and/or authorizing the rights expres 
Sion. If the rights expression has not been registered by the 
interpreter 16, thereby, indicating that the interpreter cannot 
evaluate and/or authorize the rights expression, the interpreter 
16 interacts with the framework 12 to locate a different inter 
preter that has registered the rights expression with the rights 
expression processing system 10, and passes the authoriza 
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tion request accordingly so that the rights expression can be 
evaluated and/or authorized. In further exemplary embodi 
ments, however, other methods can be employed to locate the 
appropriate interpreter for evaluating and/or authorizing 
rights expressions, as the above method is of an exemplary 
nature. 

0047. The interpreter 16 can be configured to evaluate the 
rights expression 24 using one or more plug-in Subcompo 
nents 18, which are configured to evaluate different types of 
rights expressions. The interpreter 16 provides an authoriza 
tion result that can authorize the rights expression 24 without 
condition, thereby, indicating that the application 22 has a 
right to consume the digital resource 26 unencumbered. In 
further exemplary embodiments, the interpreter 16 can con 
ditionally authorize the rights expression 24, thereby, indicat 
ing that the application 22 has a right to consume the digital 
resource 26 upon the satisfaction of one or more conditions 
that are set forth in the rights expression 24. Moreover, the 
interpreter 16 may not authorize the rights expression 24. 
thereby, indicating that the application 22 does not have the 
right to consume the digital resource 26. The result of the 
evaluation by the interpreter 16 can be based on the grant 
and/or the request set forth in the rights expression 24. 
0048. Where the rights expression 24 includes both a grant 
and a request, the evaluation by the interpreter 16 can be 
attained, for example, by comparing the grant against the 
request. For example, the usage right, the resource, and the 
principal set forth in the request can be compared with the 
usage right, the resource, and the principal included in the 
grant. The interpreter 16 then can provide an authorization 
result based on Such a comparison. 
0049. Thus, in an exemplary embodiment, the interpreter 
16 can authorize the request, if the usage right, the resource, 
and the principal of the request and the grant match one 
another. The interpreter 16, alternatively, can conditionally 
authorize the request, if the usage right, the resource, and the 
principal of the request and the grant match one another, and 
the grant further includes one or more conditions. Alterna 
tively, the interpreter 16 need not authorize the request, if the 
usage right, the resource, and the principal of the request and 
the grant do not match one another. 
0050. If the interpreter 16 conditionally authorizes the 
rights expression 24, the validators 20 allow verification of 
the satisfaction of the conditions, for example, prior to allow 
ing the consumption of the digital resource 26 identified in the 
rights expression 24. Each validator (e.g., validator A to Vali 
dator M) can be configured to evaluate one or more specific 
types of conditions. Thus, the framework 12 searches and 
identifies the appropriate validator configured to verify the 
satisfaction of the condition set forth in the rights expression 
24, for example, prior to allowing the consumption of the 
digital resource 26. The search and identification of appro 
priate validators can be attained by a method of registering 
and looking up conditions in a manner similar to that of 
locating interpreters, as previously described. In further 
exemplary embodiments, other suitable methods can be 
employed as well. 
0051. The exemplary rights expression processing system 
10, advantageously, has an extensible architecture with exten 
sibility points and is capable of being extended to evaluate 
present and future newly defined grammar-based rights 
expressions by implementing the various components of the 
rights expression processing system 10, for example, as plug 
in components. Thus, the interpreter 16 can be implemented 
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as a plug-in component having plug-in Subcomponents 18, 
for example, to allow additional interpreters and/or plug-in 
Subcomponents to be added to allow evaluation of new rights 
expressions that are not initially Supported by the rights 
expression processing system 10. In addition, the validators 
20 also can be implemented as plug-in components, so that 
additional validators can be readily added to allow processing 
of new conditions. Thus, the exemplary rights expression 
processing system 10, advantageously, can be readily 
expandable to process new rights expressions as they are 
developed in response to new rights granting paradigms and 
applications. 
0.052 For example, Vendor A can launch a web-service 
intending to be the universal issuer and interpreter for rights 
Vouchers, for example, licenses. One challenge that Vendor A 
would be facing is that it is almost impossible to build such a 
universal system to accommodate all the possible rights 
granting paradigms at the time of the launch, because further 
developments in technology and commerce will likely result 
in the need for new rights granting paradigms which will 
entail use of new rights expressions and/or new conditions. 
However, because the exemplary rights expression process 
ing system 10 can be extensible, Vendor A can build the rights 
expression processing system 10 using the interpreter 16, and 
validators 20 that process existing rights expressions. As the 
need for new rights expression and conditions associated 
thereto arises, Vendor A can build new components to process 
Such new rights expressions. For example, new type of plug 
in subcomponents for the interpreter 16, new interpreters, 
and/or new validators can be built and added to the exemplary 
rights expression processing system 10 to process new types 
rights expressions. 
0053. The interpreter 16, thus, can be configured as a 
plug-in component that is adapted to allow evaluation and 
authorization of rights expression 24, thereby, providing 
semantic meanings to rights expression 24. For example, 
Appendix A illustrates an exemplary license 50 for the rights 
expression 24. The license 50, for example, grants a principal 
or other authorized person holding a valid key, an unlimited 
right to view, print, and copy the subject"eBook for a flat fee 
of S25.99. 
0054. In FIGS. 1 and 2, the interactions between the inter 
preter 16, the framework 12, and the application 22 of the 
exemplary rights expression processing system 10 are as fol 
lows. Initially, the application 22 registers trusted plug-in 
components with the framework 12, such as the interpreter 
16, one or more validators 20, and the other Supporting plug 
in components. The application 22 then makes a program 
matic call to the framework 12 to authorize the request of the 
rights expression 24. The framework 12 then searches for, and 
invokes, appropriate plug-in components that are capable of 
authorizing the request against the grants in the rights expres 
sion 24. For example, the framework 12 identifies the appro 
priate interpreter 16 and validator 20 that are configured to 
evaluate and authorize the rights expression 24, for example, 
by using the exemplary registration and look-up processes 
previously described. 
0055. The identified interpreter 16 performs various 
operations to evaluate the request against what is stated in the 
grant included in the rights expression 24. The right, resource, 
and principal of the request are matched against the right, 
resource, and principal of the grant. The step of evaluating the 
grant also can include decrypting the grant, if the grant is 
encrypted, verifying a digital signature, if the grant is signed, 
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and/or authenticating the issuer of the grant. In addition, the 
step of evaluating the request can include authenticating that 
the principal is genuine, and Verifying the resource. The inter 
preter 16 returns the authorization results to the application 
22, indicating whether or not the request is authorized, con 
ditionally authorized or not authorized by the given rights 
expression 24. 
0056. If the interpreter conditionally authorizes the rights 
expression 24, the application 22 then can invoke the appro 
priate validator 20 through the framework 12 to validate the 
corresponding conditions, for example, by having the appli 
cation 22 provide context data required for validating the 
conditions set forth. Using the context data, the validator 20 
validates compliance with the conditions set forth in the rights 
expression 24. If the appropriate context data is not provided, 
then the conditions can be deem to be not satisfied. The 
above-described method of how the validator 20 can validate 
compliance with the conditions of the rights expression 24 are 
of an exemplary nature, and in further exemplary embodi 
ments other suitable methods can be employed. 
0057. In the exemplary rights expression 24 set forth in the 
license 50 of Appendix A, the fee element is a condition 
associated with all of the rights included in the grant to view, 
print, and copy the eBook. The fee condition states that the 
application 22 should only be allowed to exercise the rights if, 
and only if, a fee of $25.99 has been paid. Accordingly, the 
validator 20 can be configured to access, for example, a pay 
ment record service that provides the required context data to 
validate that such a condition has been satisfied. 
0058. In further exemplary embodiments, however, mul 

tiple conditions can be set forth in the rights expression and 
which require multiple validations. For example, a plurality 
of the validators 20 can be configured to validate such mul 
tiple conditions set forth in the corresponding rights expres 
sion. The framework 12 manages the validators 20, and 
invokes the validators 20, for example, one-by-one, based on 
the following validation rules: 

For every condition on the conditions list 
For every validator on the validators list 

Perform condition validation 
If condition is valid, skip to the next by exiting the inner for-loop 
If condition is invalid, then skip to the next validator 

End-for (validators list) 
End-for (conditions list) 
If all conditions are valid, exit validation process and return a 
SucceSS Status 

Else exit validation process and return a failure status. 

0059. The above validation rules are of an exemplary 
nature and in further exemplary embodiments other suitable 
rules can be employed. 
0060 FIG. 3 is a diagram for illustrating a rights expres 
sion lifecycle 100, according to an exemplary embodiment. In 
FIG. 3, the exemplary rights expression lifecycle 100 can 
include basic process stages, for example, including genera 
tion 110, modification 120, authorization 130, and validation 
140. Each of the exemplary process stages can be performed 
in the noted sequence to ensure proper processing of enforce 
able rights expression 104. In further exemplary embodi 
ments, however, the sequence and/or the lifecycle can be 
altered in any Suitable manner. 
0061. In FIG. 3, rights data 102 and/or rights expression 
RE 104 are taken as inputs in the generation process stage 110 
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and are processed, the processed rights expression RE being 
indicated by added prime designations as it is processed. For 
example, rights expression RE 114 is created as an output of 
the generation process stage 110. Rights expression RE 114 
is then input into the modification process stage 120, which 
transforms rights expression RE 114 into RE" 124. The rights 
expressions RE, RE', and RE" need not be different, and in 
certain cases can be the same, for example, if the rights 
expression is not altered during one or more of the process 
Stages. 
0062. In the authorization process stage 130, the rights 
expression RE"124 and any suitable supplementary informa 
tion are received, and the exercising rights described in the 
rights expression RE" 124 can be evaluated and authorized, 
for example, as described with respect FIGS. 1 and 2. Fol 
lowing authorization process stage 130 is the validation pro 
cess stage 140 in which authorized rights expression RE" or a 
subset thereof, are validated, for example, as described with 
respect FIGS. 1 and 2, to validate compliance with any suit 
able conditions set forth therein. Thus, by the end of the 
various process stages of the rights expression lifecycle 100, 
the rights expression RE 104 can be transformed into rights 
expression RE" 124 and can be again used with new rights 
data 102 in step 144. 
0063. The above-described process stages can have their 
own means for extensibility. For example, to facilitate illus 
tration and understanding of each process stage clearly, the 
above example of an “eBook” is used to clarify how each 
process stage effect the rights expressions, and allows exten 
sibility without the need to modify the core rights expression 
processing system. For example, a publisher of the eBook can 
allow anyone holding a valid key that was issued by someone 
the publisher trusts, the unlimited right to view, print and copy 
the contents of the eBook, as long as they pay a flat fee of 
S25.99. The rights expressions can be expressed using a vari 
ety of RELs, such as ODRL, XrML, SAML, XACML, MPEG 
REL, XML-based languages, and the like. As noted previ 
ously, an enforceable set of rights of a license XrML can be 
found in the rights expression 24, as set forth in the license 50 
of Appendix A. However, a “rights expression' can include 
any suitable rights expression, for example, including frag 
ments of licenses that are not enforceable by themselves. 
Accordingly, a rights expression need not only include 
enforceable licenses. 
0064 FIG. 4 is a diagram for illustrating the rights expres 
sion generation process 110 in the rights expression lifecycle 
100 of FIG.3, according to an exemplary embodiment. In an 
exemplary embodiment, in order to generate the rights 
expression for the example eBook in the generation process 
stage 110, various pieces of information can be made avail 
able. For example, the name of the eBook, the key that iden 
tifies the principal(s) wishing to use the eBook, and informa 
tion regarding the payment service that will process the flat 
fee of S25.99 for use of the eBook can be made available. In 
FIGS. 3 and 4, such information can be represented as rights 
data 102. For example, the rights data 102 can be used by the 
exemplary rights expression processing system 10 to generate 
the rights expression 114. The rights data 102 can convey 
Such information in either a human or machine-readable for 
mat. 

0065. The rights expression 104 may or may not be 
enforceable at this stage of the lifecycle 100. For example, the 
rights expression 104 can be a fragment of rights that can be 
merged with additional data in the next stage, for example, the 
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modification process stage 120, to form a rights expression 
having enforceable rights. In further exemplary embodi 
ments, however, the rights data 102 can be manipulated into 
rights expressions 104, for example, manually, by someone 
coding the rights expression directly. Whether such a process 
takes place in an automated or manual manner, the end result 
is the generation of rights expression RE 114, which can be 
represented in any suitable language or syntax. 
0066. The extensibility of the generation process stage 
110 allows addition of rights expressions or manipulation of 
existing rights expressions without the need to change the 
core rights expression processing system 10. As previously 
noted, one example REL, which allows such extensibility is 
the XrML rights expression language based on the W3C 
XML Schema standard. Such a standard allows the core 
schema, which defines the language, to remain unchanged, 
while still allowing external schema references to utilize and 
expand the language. 
0067. Accordingly, in the eBook example, if the publisher 
that offered the eBook wanted to charge the same S25.99 for 
use of the eBook, but was required by law to charge the 
applicable sales tax for sale of the eBook, the publisher or 
someone on behalf of the publisher, can add a new rights 
expression named “tax. Such a new rights expression can be 
added into a schema of the publisher, and referencing the 
XrML core schema as a base. Advantageously, this allows the 
use of all the rights expressions of XrML schema along with 
the new rights expression of the publisher. 
0068 FIG.5 is a diagram 200 for illustrating generation of 
a rights expression using rights expressions as inputs, accord 
ing to an exemplary embodiment. In FIG. 5, the ability to 
allow manipulation of the rights expressions is clearly illus 
trated, wherein a new custom rights expression 204 is com 
bined with a core rights expression 202. The new custom 
rights expression 204 recites <SX:tax 0.0825</SX:tax set 
ting forth the rate of tax to be applied. The core rights expres 
sion202 sets forth the fee for the eBook. The combining of the 
core rights expressions 202 and the custom rights expressions 
204 results in the generation of the combined rights expres 
sion 206 in which the fee and the tax is set forth. Thus, 
advantageously, the exemplary rights expression processing 
system 10 can be extended to generate the new combined 
rights expression 206. 
0069. Such extensible capability is made possible by the 
abstraction of the parser 14 and the other components of the 
rights expression processing system 10. As shown in FIG. 1, 
for example, the parser 14 can be separated from the other 
components of the exemplary rights expression processing 
system 10 by the framework 12. Each component, thus, com 
municates with the parser 14 through the framework 12 so 
that, for example, direct communication between the various 
components need not be employed. Advantageously, this 
allows for a standardized interface, allowing additional com 
ponents, such as the plug-in Subcomponents 18 and/or the 
validators 20 to be added to the exemplary rights expression 
processing system 10. Thus, each added component can per 
form its intended action, by communicating with the frame 
work 12 in performing its actions. 
0070 Accordingly, in FIG. 5, a new component, such as an 
interpreter 16 with plug-in subcomponents 18 and/or a vali 
dator 20, can be added to the exemplary rights expression 
processing system 10. The new component can be configured 
to understand the tax expression provided in the rights expres 
sions 204, and can work with the parser 14, via the framework 
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12, to evaluate and/or validate the combined rights expression 
206 that incorporates the new “tax' element. The parser 14 
can query the framework 12, for existence of a component in 
the exemplary rights expression processing system 10 that 
can evaluate and/or validate the “tax' element of the rights 
expression 204. The framework 12 can then locate the 
required component(s) and ask the component(s) to perform 
Some action, such as validating the syntax or associated data 
that accompanies it. To the extent that components of the 
exemplary rights expression processing system 10 do not 
have the capability to process the new “tax' element, compo 
nents configured to process the new “tax element can be 
provided to the exemplary rights expression processing sys 
tem 10 in any suitable manner. With the new components, the 
rights expression 206 can be properly processed by the exem 
plary rights expression processing system 10. Advanta 
geously, the exemplary rights expression processing system 
10, thus, is truly extensible to handle various types of existing 
and new rights expressions. 
0071. In an exemplary embodiment, the modification pro 
cess stage 120 of the lifecycle 100 entails taking existing 
rights expressions in Some form, and modifying them in some 
way to produce a new and/or enforceable set of rights expres 
sions. This is a very desirable feature, as will be evident from 
the eBook example, wherein the publisher of the eBook will 
likely prefer to avoid having to generate a new set of rights 
expressions for each and every customer. Such a process 
would be not only time consuming, but tedious as well. One 
possible solution and an area of extensibility within the modi 
fication process stage 120, is for the publisher to generate 
rights expressions during the generation process stage 110. 
but leave out the data that distinguishes one set of enforceable 
rights from another. Such data can be, for example, the key 
that identifies the principal(s) authorized to use the eBook. 
The location in the rights expressions where the principal is 
designated can include a placeholder or a “token' that would 
allow data to be merged with the rights expressions, resulting 
in enforceable rights expressions. 
0072 For example, FIG. 6 is a diagram 300 for illustrating 
the rights expression modification process 120 in the rights 
expression lifecycle 100 of FIG.3, according to an exemplary 
embodiment. In FIG. 6, in the eBook example, the merge data 
302 can be the key, which identifies “Bob” as the principal, for 
example, a person authorized to use the eBook. Such a key is 
merged with the incomplete rights expression, for example, a 
rights template 304, resulting in a complete set of enforceable 
rights 306 for Bob. For example, using XrML, the incomplete 
rights expressions of the rights template 304 can be set forth 
in the manner below, prior to the data merge during the rights 
expression modification process 120: 

<key Holders 
<dsig:keyValues 
<dsig:RSAKeyValues 
<cgXrML:CGTOKEN TOKENNAME=''<tokenName> /> 

<dsig:RSAKeyValues 
<dsig:keyValues 

</key Holders 

0073. Once the key data has been merged with the rights 
template 304, the resulting enforceable rights 306, for 
example, can be given by: 
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0074 FIG. 7 is a diagram 330 for illustrating modification 
of a rights expression during the rights expression modifica 
tion process 120, according to another exemplary embodi 
ment. In FIG. 7, a tokenized rights expression332, which can 
include a token that allows data to be merged into the token 
ized rights expression 332, can be provided. For example, a 
line can be provided in the tokenized rights expression 332 
that includes the element “-cgXrML:CGTOKEN 
TOKENNAME="<tokenName>''/>.” for example, indicat 
ing that entire line is to be replaced with some real data before 
an enforceable set of rights can be formed. The replacement 
value for the token in the tokenized rights expression 332 is 
provided in the replacement value expression 334, which 
substitutes the replacement value for the token in the token 
ized rights expression 332. The resultant rights expression 
336, thus, can be formed, and which includes an enforceable 
set of rights. 
0075. In further exemplary embodiments, the rights 
expressions can be modified during the modification process 
stage 120 by applying digital signature requirements. Digital 
signatures can be used to ensure that the contents of a rights 
expression have not been tampered with. For example, a 
signature can be used to not only identify the person who 
signed the rights expression, but also to ensure the integrity of 
the data within the rights expression. Digital signatures are 
often a vital part of a Rights Management system, but are not 
mandatory and use of digital signatures (e.g., W3C's DSIG 
standard) depends on the level of security needed for the 
system application. Accordingly, in an exemplary embodi 
ment, a rights expression can be modified to employ Such 
digital signatures to ensure that the contents of the rights 
expressions have not been tampered with. 
0076. The authorization process stage 130 can be one of 
the most complex process stage in the rights expression life 
cycle 100 of FIG. 3, and can entail matching a request to 
exercise certain usage rights with a set of enforceable rights 
prescribed in given grant or grants. The authorization process 
stage 130 can encompass various Sub-processes, for example, 
including grant validation, grant resolution, and grant match 
1ng. 
0077 FIG. 8 is a flowchart 400 for illustrating the rights 
expression authorization process 130, according to an exem 
plary embodiment. In FIG. 8, enforceable grants 402 and 
requests 404 are used in the authorization process stage 130. 
The requests 404 can include information regarding exercis 
ing of a right 405 desired, identification of an exercising 
principal 406, and a digital resource 407. The authorization 
process stage 130 can include grant evaluation 410, grant 
resolution 420, and grant matching 430 sub-processes. The 
authorization process stage 130 can result in the request 404 
being authorized 470, conditionally authorized 480 or not 
authorized 490. 
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0078. The rights expression authorization process stage 
130 and the sub-processes thereofare of an exemplary nature 
and in further exemplary embodiments such exemplary pro 
cesses and Sub-processes can be suitably altered or otherwise 
modified. For example, the sub-processes of the authorization 
process stage 130 can be altered to have different process 
sequence and steps than as shown in FIGS. 8 to 10 described 
in detail below. Accordingly, each of the Sub-processes also 
are of an exemplary nature and can be altered to have a 
different process sequence and steps than as shown. Conse 
quently, the exemplary embodiments are not limited to the 
illustrated examples. 
007.9 The sub-process of grant evaluation 410 performs a 
series of tasks to verify critical elements of the grant 402, for 
example, including digital signatures, issuer principal(s), 
digital resources, and exercising right. The Sub-process of 
grant evaluation 410 can be performed by a replaceable com 
ponent so that rights expressions with new syntaxes and/or 
semantics can be evaluated. FIG.9 is a flowchart for illustrat 
ing the grant validation process 410, according to an exem 
plary embodiment. In FIG. 9, grants 402 and a request 404 are 
evaluated in an element-matching step 412 in order to match 
various elements of the request 404 with the grants 402. For 
example, in the element matching step 412, matching ele 
ments for various elements, for example, the right, digital 
resources, digital identities, such as key identifying the prin 
cipal, and the like, set forth in the request 404 are sought for 
in the grants 402. If the elements do not match, the grants 402 
are deemed invalid in step 416. The exemplary rights expres 
sion processing system 10 can be adapted to use plug-in 
components capable of performing a variety of comparisons 
to achieve extensibility. Since the element matching step 450 
and the Supporting Sub-components that provide Such func 
tionality are implemented as plug-ins, advantageously, new 
types of matching functions can be designed and imple 
mented to Support matching of new types of elements. 
0080. If the elements do match in the element matching 
step 412, the signature evaluation step 414 can be conducted, 
wherein the digital signature of the grants 402 are evaluated to 
Verify that the grant's integrity is intact. The signature evalu 
ation step 414, for example, also can be performed by using a 
plug-in component, and the like. Such a plug-in component 
can be adapted to also deploy pluggable components to per 
form digital signature evaluation and Verification functions, 
Such as cryptography and message digest to maximize exten 
sibility Support. If the signature cannot be verified, the grant 
402 is deemed invalid in step 416, and in turn, the request is 
not authorized in step 490 of the authorization stage 130 of 
FIG. 3. If the signature can be verified, then the grant 402 is 
deemed valid in step 418. 
I0081. In FIG. 8, once the grants 402 are deemed valid in 
step 418, the sub-process of grant resolution 420 can be 
executed to ensure that the elements of the request 404 are 
matched with the elements of the grants 402. The steps 
involved in the sub-process of grant resolution 420 of an 
example embodiment are shown in FIGS. 10 and 11, wherein 
FIG. 10 is a flowchart and FIG. 11 is a diagram for illustrating 
the grant resolution process 420, according to an exemplary 
embodiment. 
I0082 In FIG. 10, the grant resolution sub-process 420 can 
includes mutating and matching step 422 in which permuta 
tions of the corresponding elements are considered. FIG. 11 
illustrates further details of the mutating and matching step 
422 and in which the elements of the grants 402 and the 
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request 404 are shown. In FIGS. 3, 10, and 11, the elements of 
the requests 404 are expanded during the mutating and match 
ing step 422. So that variations and mutations thereof, are 
provided in the element set 424. If no match is found, no 
resolution is provided in step 427, and in turn, the request 404 
is not authorized in step 490 of authorization process stage 
130 of the rights expression lifecycle 100. If possible matches 
are found, the instance data-binding step 426 is carried out as 
further described. 

0083. In the instance data binding step 426, the variations 
and mutations of the elements of the request 404 set forth as 
the element set 424, which may match one or more elements 
in grants 402, are bound based on the instance data and set 
apart in the matched and bound element set 428. In FIG. 11, 
the grant 402 can include elements, for example, wherein the 
granted principal is listed as including anyone having the 
letter A in its identity, followed by anyone identified as 
“Bob” followed by anyone has the letter C in its identity. 
The request 404 can include the exercising principal as the list 
“Alice.” followed by “Bob” followed by “Charles.” The 
resultant permutations of the elements in the request 404 that 
allow possible matching are shown in element set 424. The 
element set 424 need not include all possible permutations of 
Alice, Bob, and Charles, but rather can include the possible 
matches with Bob being in the second position, since Bob is 
not a variable element and must be provided at the second 
position, as set forth in the grant 402. During the instance data 
binding step 426, each possible match as set forth in the 
element set 424 can be evaluated against the rights expres 
sions “all A.” “Bob” and “all C,” as set forth in the grant 402 
to generate the matched and bound set 428, which is indicated 
as being bound resolutions 429. 
0084. The exemplary grant resolution sub-process 420 
need not require that the elements of the grants 402 have 
variables that need be resolved for authorization. For 
example, the grant resolution Sub-process 420 also can be 
applied to grants that do not require variable resolution as 
well. The component used to perform the above described 
Sub-processes of mutating and matching 422, as well as 
instance data binding 426, can be implemented as plug-in 
components that, advantageously, can be replaced or added to 
Support new rights expression extensions. 
0085. In FIG. 8, the grant matching sub-process 430 is 
then executed and which involves matching each element of 
the matched and bound set 428 against the evaluated, for 
example, bound and completely resolved grant(s) that are 
derived from the grants 402. A grant can be said to be bound 
and completely resolved, for example, for example, when the 
variables and expressions have been instantiated and evalu 
ated with data from the grants 402. If there are no matching 
elements between the grants 402 and the elements of the 
matched and bound set 428, then the request is not authorized 
in step 490 of authorization step 130 of the rights expression 
lifecycle 100 of FIG. 3. The results from the grant matching 
sub-process 430 can include one or more elements that per 
fectly match the elements of the grant 402, wherein the 
request can be authorized accordingly. For example, if the 
matching elements of the request 404 and the grants 402 do 
not provide any Suitable conditions, authorization is issued 
without conditions, as shown in step 470. However, if the 
grants 402 do provide conditions, a conditional authorization 
is made, as shown in step 480. 
I0086 Again, it should be kept in mind that the above 
described processes of FIG. 8 and sub-processes of FIGS. 9 
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and 10 are of an exemplary nature and can be modified or 
otherwise altered in further exemplary embodiments to have 
different process sequences and steps than as shown and 
described. For example, in the authorization process stage 
130, the grant evaluation Sub-process 410 having the signa 
ture evaluation step 414 can be performed at any suitable time 
during the authorization process stage 130, for example, 
before or after grant resolution Sub-process 420 and/or grant 
matching sub-process 430. In further exemplary embodi 
ments, however, other Suitable modifications to the processes 
and Sub-processes can be employed. 
I0087. In FIG. 3, the validation process stage 140 of the 
rights expression lifecycle 100 can employ the validator 20 to 
verify the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in the rights 
expression 104 prior to allowing the consumption of the digi 
tal resources identified in the rights expression 104, for 
example, as described with respect to FIGS. 1 and 2. Accord 
ingly, in the eBook example of the XrML license 50 set forth 
in Appendix A, the condition rights expressions placed on the 
use of the eBook are the verification of the user's digital key, 
and the payment of $25.99. Both of these conditions have to 
be validated before the associated rights can be granted to the 
user. The section of the XrML license 50 of Appendix A that 
defines the required payment is as follows: 

I0088. In this example, the validator 20 processes the S25. 
99 fee during the validation process stage 140 with a payment 
service, using the identifier “D04951E4-332C-4693-B7 
DB-D3D1D1C20844,” as designated with the serviceKey 
sub-element. Once the payment has been authorized, the vali 
dator 20 returns a positive result, thereby, indicating compli 
ance with Such a condition of the grant. Once the other con 
ditions have been validated by the validator 20, for example, 
in a similar manner, the associated rights set forth in the grant 
are granted to the user. In this example, in the license 50 set 
forth in Appendix A, the rights are as follows: 

<!--The right to play (view) is granted--> 
<grant 

<cx:digitalWorks 
<cx:locators 

<cx:nonSecureIndirect URI-http://www.contentguard.com/ 
samples?eBook” Type=URL /> 

<cx:locators 
<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:playf> 

<grant 
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-continued 

<!--The right to print is granted--> 
<grant 

<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:locators 

<cx:nonSecureIndirect URI-'http://www.contentguard.com/ 
samples?eBook Type=URL /> 

<cx:locators 
<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:print? 

</grant 
<!--The right to copy is granted--> 
<grant 

<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:locators 

<cx:nonSecureIndirect URI-'http://www.contentguard.com/ 
samples?eBook Type=URL /> 

<cx:locators 
<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:copy/> 

</grant 
</grantGroup> 

0089. The exemplary embodiments can be employed with 
a Rights Management System utilized to specify the usage 
rights for content or other items and to enforce Such usage 
rights. Content can include digital works, such as music, 
audio files, text files, books, reports, video, multimedia, pic 
tures, executable code or any suitable combination thereof. 
Various implementations of Rights Management Systems 
and rights associated with digital content, for example, are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,629,980, No. 5,634,012, No. 
5,638,443, and No. 5,715,403. Hence, the details of Rights 
Management Systems are not discussed specifically herein. 
As evident from these references, however, a Rights Manage 
ment system can take many forms, and can employ varying 
levels of complexity depending on the security required, the 
nature of the thing being managed, the complexity of associ 
ated rights and conditions, Volume and other factors. 
0090 FIG. 12 is a diagram for illustrating a Rights Man 
agement system that can be employed with the exemplary 
embodiments. In FIG. 12, the exemplary Rights Management 
system 500, for example, can be used to distribute digital 
content. Typically, when a user goes through an activation 
process, information is exchanged between activation server 
502 and client application 506, and is downloaded and 
installed in client application 506. Client application 506 
serves as a tamper resistant security component and can 
include the set of public and private keys 504 that are issued 
by activation server 502, as well as other components, such as 
an engine for parsing or rendering protected content 508. 
0091. The Rights Management system 500 also includes a 
content preparation application 503 that protects clear con 
tent 501 through encryption or other protective mechanism to 
thereby provide protected content 508. The content prepara 
tion application 503 also specifies usage rights in a rights 
label 510 that is associated with protected content 508. The 
rights label 510 can be used to specify usage rights that are 
available to an end-user when corresponding conditions are 
satisfied. A rights expression language (REL), such as ODRL, 
XrML, SAML, XACML, MPEG REL, XML-based lan 
guages, and the like, can be used to specify the rights and 
conditions set forth in the rights label 510. The rights label 
510 and the appropriate encryption key that is used to encrypt 
the clear content 501 is then provided to the license server 
S12. 
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0092. The license server 512 manages the encryption keys 
and issues license 514 that allows exercise of usage rights. For 
example, rights label510 can include usage rights for viewing 
protected content 508, upon payment of a fee of five dollars, 
and viewing or printing protected content 508, upon payment 
of a fee often dollars. Client application 506 interprets and 
enforces the usage rights that have been specified in license 
514 to provide clear content 516 that can be used by the end 
USC. 

0093. The components and modules of the exemplary 
Rights Management system 500 can be located in one or more 
than one device. For example, the activation server 502 and 
the license server 512 could be the same server or other device 
or plural separate devices. The protected content 508 can be 
any Suitable type of content, for example, including a docu 
ment, image, audio file, video file, etc. Further details of 
Rights Management systems are set forth in further detail in 
the references noted above, and consequently, are not dis 
cussed specifically herein. 
0094 Thus, Rights Management systems not only protect 
content, but also enable content owners to manage the sale 
and use of their content by means of licenses. Licenses 
include rights expressions to articulate usage rights and to 
associate usage rights to content. Licenses can be specified 
for different stages during the life cycle of digital content. For 
example, when digital content is released to a distributor, 
licenses can be specified by content owners to limit distribu 
tion of the digital content to a particular region or a period of 
time, to restrict how content can be repackaged, and the like. 
The licenses themselves can be protected as well, since they 
area controlling facet determinative of how content is used. In 
this regard, licenses are typically digitally signed by the issu 
ers, so that their integrity and authenticity can be verified 
before being interpreted. 
0.095 Alicense typically includes a grant element, a prin 
cipal element, a right element, a resource element, and 
optionally, a condition element. In particular, a license can 
include one or more grant elements, which define the details 
of the usage rights granted. The one or more grant elements 
can specify a principal element, a rights element, a resource 
element and, optionally, a condition element. The principal 
element identifies a principal (e.g., a user) or a group of 
principals who is/are granted the right to access or use the 
protected resources, while the rights element names a specific 
right (e.g., play, view, print, copy) to be given to the principal 
with regards to accessing or using the protected resources. 
The resource element specifies the protected resources, and 
the optional condition element specifies any suitable condi 
tions that are imposed on the right to use the protected 
SOUC. 

0096. A license is typically embodied as a rights expres 
Sion. A rights expression is a syntactically and semantically 
correct language construct, based on a defined grammar, to 
convey rights information. As noted, an example of a rights 
expression language can include ODRL, XrML, SAML, 
XACML, MPEG REL, XML-based languages, and the like. 
A rights expression need not be limited to licenses in particu 
lar, but rather can include any Suitable expressions that can be 
used by the Rights Management system to convey informa 
tion. Thus, a rights expression and derivatives thereof can 
include an expression of licenses, license components and/or 
fragments thereof. Such as the grant element, principal ele 
ment, right element, resource element, and/or condition ele 
ment, as well as other appropriate expressions. Moreover, 
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rights expressions can be in a variety of different forms rang 
ing from binary encoded sequences that target resource-con 
strained applications, to a multi-level REL construct that 
describes complex rights information for managed distribu 
tion of digital resources and rights granting paradigms. 
0097. In addition, Rights Management systems can be 
applied to digital content and other items, such as services, 
goods, and the like. For example, rights and conditions can be 
associated with any suitable physical or non-physical thing, 
object, class, category, service or other items for which 
access, distribution, execution or other use is to be controlled, 
restricted, recorded, metered, charged, monitored or other 
wise managed in Some fashion. Thus, a Rights Management 
system can be used, for example, to specify and enforce usage 
rights and condition for any suitable item, Such as content, 
service, Software program, goods etc. In this regard, to extend 
the concept of rights management to tangible items, an item 
ticket can be used to associate usage rights with the item. 
0098 FIG. 13 illustrates an item ticket 600, according to 
an exemplary embodiment. In FIG. 13, a license or other 
rights expression can be associated with the item ticket 600, 
with a ticket specification that points to or otherwise indicates 
the item ticket. The item ticket 600 can be protected, for 
example, with a suitable cryptography algorithm or other 
mechanism for preventing processing or rendering of item 
ticket 600, except in accordance with an associated license. 
The item ticket 600, with the security mechanism unlocked 
can include a human readable or computer readable coupon, 
a code, a document, and the like. 
0099. Accordingly, an item ticket can include any suitable 
tangible or intangible indication of an item. The item ticket 
specifies one or more items and thus, usage rights and condi 
tions can be associated with any suitable item including, 
objects, classes, categories, and services, for which use, 
access, distribution or execution is to be controlled, restricted, 
recorded, metered, charged, monitored or otherwise managed 
in Some fashion as previously noted. 
0100. In FIG. 13, the item ticket 600 can be prepared by 
specifying an item reference 602 and any suitable post license 
conditions 604 that restrict redemption of the item ticket 600. 
The item ticket 600 can be linked to the item through the item 
reference 602. Linked can include any suitable type of asso 
ciation, such as a description, a pointer, and the like. For 
example, the item ticket 600 can include a unique code asso 
ciated with an item through a database record. When the code 
is presented to a vendor, the database is searched and the 
corresponding item can be delivered. Item ticket 600 also can 
include a human readable description of the item and any 
suitable post license condition 604 not yet satisfied, such as 
certain location or time the item ticket 600 can be redeemed. 
Access to the item 600 can be controlled using a license in the 
manner described above with respect to content. Further 
details of Rights Management systems utilizing item tickets 
are disclosed in U.S. application Ser. No. 10/159.272, entitled 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DISTRIBUTING 
ENFORCEABLE PROPERTY RIGHTS filed Jun. 3, 2002, 
the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by ref 
erence herein. 

0101 Regardless of the details of the item, and whether 
the item is a digital content, an object, a class, a category, a 
service or other items, the task of writing valid licenses, and 
designing and implementing rights expression processing 
systems is complicated and difficult. Various challenges are 
encountered in Supporting the dynamic aspects of rights 
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expressions and application environments. For example, 
rights expressions can be static or dynamic. Static rights 
expressions are statically defined to describe fixed rights 
information, and therefore, need not be extended. Dynamic 
rights expressions however, allow new syntaxes to be added 
without changing the semantics or grammars of the rights 
expressions. For example, Vendors in the wireless content 
distribution industry can create a new right, such as a “broad 
cast' right, to grant Rights Management Supported distribu 
tors the right to “push’ rights-managed contents onto Sub 
scribers devices. Constantly changing technology and 
business paradigms drive the creation of new types of rights. 
Without an extensible rights expression processing system, 
different static systems must be designed and implemented to 
accommodate new rights expression extensions, variations, 
and derivations thereof. 

0102 Thus, the exemplary embodiments can be extensible 
to allow accommodation of new rights information that is not 
currently defined at the time the system is designed and 
implemented. For example, the exemplary embodiments can 
be implemented using an extensible architecture, so that the 
exemplary embodiments can be used to generate, modify, 
authorize, and validate rights expressions, whether the rights 
expressions are static or dynamic, without the requirement for 
a redesign of the rights expression or any Suitable underlying 
schema or data dictionary. Such an extensible architecture, 
advantageously, allows dynamic processing of extended 
rights expressions and new types of rights expressions. 
0103. Further exemplary embodiments, for example, can 
employ condition processing in a Rights Expression Lan 
guage (REL), and the like, but can be used in any Suitable 
environment, for example, where access or permission can be 
granted based on the processing of one or more of the condi 
tions to a satisfied manner. A license coded in a Rights 
Expression Language can include multiple primitive grants to 
provide permissions for Some entity to exercise a specific 
right against Some resource, possibly subject to Some condi 
tions. Examples of rights expression languages are ODRL, 
XrML, SAML, XACML, MPEG REL, XML-based lan 
guages, and the like. A rights expression can include a syn 
tactically and semantically precise language construct based 
on a defined grammar that conveys rights information. A 
license is an example of rights expression. A rights expression 
processing system can generate, manipulate, interpret, and 
validate rights expressions. A rights expression processing 
system typically includes an interpreter to evaluate or give 
semantic meanings to, rights expressions and to validate 
rights expressions. An interpreter processes a set of rights 
expressions against a request to determine whether some 
rights expressions match the request. A matching rights 
expression is a rights expression that matches the request after 
the interpretation process. A rights expression processing 
system is disclosed in the pending U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/298,220, wherein the interpreter and the request vali 
dation processes described therein can be employed with the 
exemplary embodiments. 
0104 A REL license can include multiple matching rights 
expressions to provide permissions to exercise a specific right 
against Some resource, possibly subject to some conditions. 
For example, in an exemplary embodiment, for a given per 
mission request, the interpreter may return multiple matching 
rights expressions matching the request, which have various 
sets of condition expressions associated with them. However, 
to grant the right, only the conditions associated with one of 
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the matching rights expressions must be satisfied. In an exem 
plary embodiment, a condition is encoded in a rights expres 
Sion. Although the exemplary embodiments are described in 
terms of employing a REL, the use of a REL need not be 
required. In addition, certain trade-off considerations can be 
employed in deciding which of the matching rights expres 
sions to select for permission granting. 
0105. The present invention further includes recognition 
of a problem, wherein a system, service or device or a con 
Sumer may be unable to or unwilling to Support certain types 
of conditions in a rights expressions. For example, an appli 
cation may not support rights expressions containing fee con 
ditions or an application may not Support rights expressions 
issued by a certain issuer. Accordingly, in an exemplary 
embodiment, Such unsupported rights expressions can be fil 
tered out of a list returned by the interpreter. The exemplary 
embodiments further Support processing of complex condi 
tions, such as to grant permission to a device that is to be 
operated within a certain territory (for example, country, 
state, county or city), wherein the device is outside of the 
territory, to grant permission if a consumer posses a certain 
credentials or qualifications, such as a club membership or a 
role in an organization, wherein the consumer does not pos 
sess Such credentials or qualifications. 
0106 The present invention further includes recognition 
of a problem, wherein enforcing a condition expression can 
incur significant fees or other costs to the consumer. The 
exemplary embodiments, thus, can process various fees and 
costs, including non-monetary considerations, Such as fre 
quent flyer miles, an agreement to join a club, an agreement to 
watch (e.g., click through) commercials, filling out of Sur 
Veys, and the like. Advantageously, exemplary embodiments 
can increase efficiency, for example, by analyzing, evaluat 
ing, and/or ranking the costs of Satisfying all of the Suitable 
conditions within each matching rights expression to identify 
and select the most cost effective matching rights expression 
to use in granting a permission. Such analysis, evaluation and 
ranking can be performed prior to or during the granting 
permission process. The analysis, evaluation, and ranking 
processes also can be performed in real-time. Such that results 
thereof can be updated on regular basis. 
0107 The exemplary embodiments can further handle a 
consumer that may have a preference on certain conditions. 
Such preferences may be subject to change, for example, 
based on time, location or other factors or may need to be 
expressed in an interactive manner. For example, the con 
Sumer may weigh airline frequent flyer miles at S1 for very 
100 miles, at the beginning of the year, and S1 for every 50 
miles, because the consumer is accumulating the miles for a 
European vacation. Advantageously, the exemplary embodi 
ments can handle these and other situations. 

0108. The present invention further includes recognition 
that there currently is no easy way for an application to 
address the above-noted problems. For example, an applica 
tion can either pick the first matching rights expression or 
randomly pick a matching rights expression from the set 
returned by the interpreter. However, such a method may 
either select a matching rights expression, including unsup 
ported condition expressions or select one that is not cost 
effective or not preferable to the consumer. An alternative is 
for the application to have built-in capabilities to analyze the 
matching rights expressions returned by the interpreter. How 
ever, this requires each application to comprehend and pro 
cess condition expressions and the matching rights expres 
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sions. This requirement puts a heavy burden on the 
application, because it is beyond the application's domain of 
expertise to understand the semantics of rights expression and 
analyze them. 
0109 To address the above and other problems, the exem 
plary Configurable Condition Processing System (CPS) can 
provide condition processing that includes, for example, fil 
tering, weighting, prioritizing, and the like, processes for 
granting access or permission to an item. The exemplary 
processes, advantageously, can be employed for enabling a 
system, service, device, consumer, and the like, to effectively 
select a matching rights expression to grant an access or 
permission request to an item. In addition, the exemplary 
filtering, prioritizing, and weighting, and the like, processes, 
can be configured so as to be independent of agrammar-based 
rights expression languages (RELS). Such as ODRL, XrMIL, 
SAML, XACML, MPEG REL, XML-based languages, and 
the like. Accordingly, any suitable rights expression language 
can be employed in the exemplary embodiments to specify a 
rights expression, including any suitable construct, which can 
be used to expresses rights. 
0110 FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a Configurable 
Condition Processing System 1400 that can be employed 
with the exemplary embodiments. In FIG. 14, the exemplary 
CPS 1400 can include a Filter Component 1410, for example, 
configured to direct filtering of conditions with a set of filter 
plug-ins 1440, and wherein the filter conditions can be based 
on configurable criteria. 
0111. In an exemplary embodiment, a plug-in can include 
a software module, which can be downloaded, installed or 
configured to function together within a system or services. In 
a further exemplary embodiment, a plug-in also can include a 
cartridge to plug into a device. The instantiation of a plug-in 
within a system, service or device can augment or change the 
behavior of such a system, service or device. A plug-in can be 
one of the means to configure a system, service or device of 
the exemplary embodiments. In further exemplary embodi 
ments, however, other means can be employed, for example, 
including a configuration file, a configuration utility, a con 
figuration user interface, and the like. 
(O112 The exemplary CPS 1400 can include a Prioritizing 
Component 1420 (PCOM), for example, configured to com 
pute the usage cost for each condition and can prioritize Such 
conditions based on usage costs. In an exemplary embodi 
ment, the PCOM 1420 can employ term cost plug-ins 1450, 
for example, to calculate the condition term usage cost based 
on the term of condition expressions. The PCOM 1420 also 
can employ condition preference cost plug-ins 1460, for 
example, to calculate the condition preferential usage cost 
based on user condition preferences. The exemplary CPS 
1400 can include a Selection Weight Adjustment Component 
1430 (SWAC), for example, configured to adjust a weight 
index of the condition preferences, based on the user's past 
selection of conditions and other weight specification and 
configuration methods. 
0113 FIG. 15 is a diagram for describing the operation of 
the Configurable Condition Processing System 1400 of FIG. 
14, according to an exemplary embodiment. Although the 
exemplary embodiments can employ XrML, as exemplary 
grammar-based REL, further exemplary embodiments can 
employ any other suitable RELs. In FIG. 15, an interpreter 
1542 can be employed to validate a request from an applica 
tion 1590 and return a set of matching rights expressions, for 
example, matching grants 1522 in the exemplary RELXrML. 
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In an exemplary embodiment, the XrML grant can include an 
expression for a specific right, and optionally can include 
expressions for the Subject or principal to which the right is 
granted, the resource that the principal is granted the right to 
act on, and conditions associated with granting the right. 
0114. The interpreter 1542 of the CPS 1400 can obtain the 
set of matching grants 1522 along with a configurable user 
filter profile 1512 and a condition preference profile 1532 for 
the analysis process. The CPS 1400 passes the set of matching 
grants 1522 through the filter component 1410 to get a set of 
filtered grants 1530. The filter component 1410 controls the 
process of iterating the set of matching grants 1522 over the 
set of registered filters 1440. Each of filters 1440 that imple 
ments the rights expression filter interface 1410 decides 
whether to keep a grant or exclude it from the set of matching 
grants 1522 to generate the set of filtered grants 1530. The 
filter criteria that each filter 1440 uses can be specified in the 
configurable user filter profile 1512. 
0115. In an exemplary embodiment, any of the filters 1440 
can be configured as a plug-in application. The user filter 
profile 1512 enables each user to specify the criteria for 
filtering out undesirable grants. The user filter profile 1512 
can include filter criteria, such as rights expression type, 
minimum value, maximum value, rights expression type 
operator, minimum value operator, maximum value operator, 
and the like. In further exemplary embodiments, such filter 
criteria need not be employed and any other suitable filter 
criteria can be used. Table 1 describes the exemplary filter 
criteria. 

TABLE 1 

Filter Profile Criteria 
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0117. Any suitable number of algorithms for comparing 
the filter criteria with a grant can be employed. In an exem 
plary embodiment, such implementation, for example, can be 
defined by the filter component 1410. A grant and its associ 
ated chain of grants can be referred to as a grant path. The 
filter component 1410 can recursively apply the filtering pro 
cess to each grant within the grant path on each filter plug-in 
1440. If one of the grants on a grant path matches the filter 
criteria for exclusion, the whole grant path is excluded from 
the matching filtered grants set 1530. 
0118. The CPS 1400 passes the filtered matching grants 
1530 to the PCOM 1420. The PCOM 1420 computes the 
grant usage cost for each grant path and prioritizes the grant 
paths based on their usage costs, via the plug-ins 1450 and 
1460. In an exemplary embodiment, the PCOM 1420 custom 
izes the calculation of condition usage cost. For example, for 
a condition type, the condition term cost plug-in 1450 imple 
ments the condition term interface for that condition type to 
accurately calculate the condition term usage cost based on 
the term of the condition. The condition preference plug-in 
1460 implements the condition preference interface to calcu 
late the condition preferential usage cost based on the user 
preference profile 1532. 
0119. In an exemplary embodiment, the condition term 
interface defines a standard way to calculate the condition 
term usage cost, for example, based on the term of the con 
dition and to output the usage cost in units that the PCOM 
1420 can process. This enables the PCOM 1420 to compare 
relative usage costs among conditions of the same type. Such 

Criteria Field Name 

Rights expression type 

Filter type operator 

Minimum filter name 
value pair 

Maximum filter value 

Definition 

Type expression name to use with the 
specified rights expression type 
operator to evaluate against 
rights expressions. 
Operator for use in conjunc 

Optional minimal value of 

minimum range. 
Optional maximum value o 

maximum range. 

authorized 

ion with 
the specified rights expression type. 
Valid operators include: =, 
custom defined FilterTypeEval(). 

=, and 

he given 
name within the specified rights 
expression type to further limit the 

the given 
name within the specified rights 
expression type to further limit the 

Example 

Flatfee 

Flatfee, 1 

Flatfee, 5 

Minimum filter value Operator for use in conjunction with < 
operator. minimum filter value. Valid operators 

include: = , =, s, >, <=, >=, and custom 
defined FilterValueEval(). 

Maximum filter value Operator for use in conjunction with > 
operator. maximum filter value. Valid operators 

include: = , =, s, >, <=, >=, and custom 
defined FilterValueEval(). 

Comment 

Filtering against FlatFee 
type within authorized 
rights expression. 

Filter out authorized 
rights expression 
including FlatFee. 

Minimum FlatEee's Fee 
value of 1. 

Maximum FlatFee's Fee 
value of 1. 

Filter out authorized 
rights expression 
including FlatFee with 
Fee value less than 1. 
Filter out authorized 
rights expression 
including FlatFee with 
Fee value greater than 5. 

0116. The exemplary embodiments can employ a flat fee 
condition and a territory condition, wherein a flat fee condi 
tion can require that a principal to pay a specified flat amount 
offee prior to exercising a corresponding right, and a territory 
condition can require that a principal has to be within a 
specified location during the exercising of a corresponding 
right. 

as a S5.00 flat fee condition versus a S10.00 flat fee condition. 
The criteria for determining a condition's actual usage cost 
can vary for each condition type. In an exemplary embodi 
ment, the condition term cost plug-in 1450 can be used to 
implement a cost calculation algorithm in any suitable man 
ner, for example, such that a condition with a lower usage cost 
gets a low usage cost score. For example, given a flat fee 
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condition with a fee of S5.00, a FlatfeecalcCondTermUsage 
Cost plug-in can calculate a usage cost score of 5, wherein a 
larger flat fee amount results in a larger usage cost score. 
0120 In a further exemplary embodiment, given a terri 
tory condition, a TerritoryCalcCondTermUsageCost plug-in 
can assign a high usage cost to a territory condition encom 
passing a small territory and a low usage cost to a territory 
condition encompassing a larger territory. For example, a 
territory condition restricted to California can get a usage cost 
score of 10, while a territory condition encompassing the 
USA can get a usage cost score of 5. Based on the above 
examples, and assuming that all other Suitable factors for 
consideration are equal, a grant including a small amount for 
a flat fee condition and a territory condition encompassing a 
large region can be ranked higher than a grant including large 
amount for a flat fee condition and a territory condition 
restricted to a small region. 
0121. In an exemplary embodiment, the condition prefer 
ence interface defines a standard way to calculate the condi 
tion usage preference based on the user preference profile 
1532. The profile 1532 can be that of any suitable user. For 
example, a user can be someone in the role of a buyer or of a 
seller oran application 1590. This enables the PCOM 1420 to 
compare relative usage costs among conditions of different 
types, such as a flat fee condition versus a per use fee condi 
tion. In an exemplary embodiment, the userpreference profile 
1532 can include a prioritized list of condition type name and 
positive rank score value pairs, where the condition type that 
the user prefers most has the highest rank score, and the 
condition type that the user prefers least has the lowest rank 
score. The user can assign different condition types the same 
rank score to indicate a same preference for those conditions. 
0122) The condition preference cost plug-in 1460 that 
implements the condition preference interface, returns a low 
preference usage cost score for a condition with a high rank 
score and a high preference usage cost score for a condition 
with a low rank score. For example, a low preference usage 
cost score for a condition indicates a high preference to use 
the condition. In an exemplary embodiment, all Suitable con 
dition types that are not on the list are evaluated to be equal in 
preference, and the plug-in 1460 returns a higher usage cost 
score for these condition types than for condition types that 
are in the prioritized list of condition preference. 
0123. In an exemplary embodiment, the Selection Weight 
Adjustment Component (SWAC) 1430 assigns a selection 
strength index to each condition type specified in the user 
preference profile 1532. The selection strength index repre 
sents the user's affinity to Such a condition type based on past 
selections of matching rights expression 1502 for exercising. 
In an exemplary embodiment, the selection strength index 
fine-tunes the preference usage score based on previous user 
selections. 

0.124. The more times a condition type appears in the 
user's selection of authorized rights expressions for exercise, 
the higher its selection strength index. In an exemplary 
embodiment, and to ensure that the selection strength index 
value reaches a maximum at a certain pace but does not 
exceed that maximum, a horizontal asymptotic function is 
applied to produce an asymptotic selection strength index. 
0.125 FIG. 16 is a graph illustrating a horizontal asymp 

totic function fory=100*x/(x+100*x) that can be employed 
with the exemplary embodiments. In FIG. 16, the choice of 
Such horizontal asymptotic function depends on the desired 
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maximum and the desired pace for the asymptotic selection 
strength index to reach Such a maximum, wherein: 

0.126 y-asymptotic selection strength index, and 
0.127 x=selection strength index, where: 

I0128. The exemplary function has a horizontal asymptote 
of 100, as shown in FIG. 16. Using the exemplary horizontal 
asymptotic function, advantageously, enables the system of 
the exemplary embodiments to gradually increase the selec 
tion strength index and to restrict it to less than 100, so the 
selection strength index does not become an overly dominant 
factor in the exemplary condition usage rank calculation. 
I0129. In an exemplary embodiment, for each grant, the 
PCOM 1420 retrieves the associated conditions and com 
putes a Condition Usage Rank (CUR) score for each condi 
tion by combining the term usage cost score from the condi 
tion term cost plug-in 1450, the preference usage cost score 
from the condition preference plug-in 1460, and the exem 
plary asymptotic selection strength index. For example, the 
preference usage cost score and selection strength index give 
weight to the term usage cost score. 
0.130. In an exemplary embodiment, a highly preferred 
condition type causes the preference usage cost score to lower 
its term usage cost score more than a less preferred condition 
type. Similarly, a high asymptotic selection strength index 
lowers its term usage cost score more than a low asymptotic 
selection strength index. In an exemplary embodiment, the 
formula for combining the two usage cost scores to get the 
CUR, for example, can be given by: 

CURusage cost score preference usage cost 
score*1f asymptotic Selection strength index 

0131 The PCOM 1420 then combines the CUR scores for 
the conditions within a grant to determine a Rights Expres 
sion Usage Rank (REUR) score. Since each grant can have 
additional grants resulting from chaining, the PCOM 1420 
recursively computes the REUR for such grants. For each 
grant path, the PCOM 1420 combines the REUR scores for 
the grants belonging to a chain to determine a Rights Expres 
sion Path Usage Rank (REPUR) score. The grant path with 
the lowest REPUR score has the potential to be the most cost 
effective grant path to use. 
0.132. In an exemplary embodiment, the PCOM 1420 can 
be configured to return only the grant path with the lowest 
REPUR score or to return then lowest REPUR score grant 
paths. In an automated environment, the former configuration 
can be employed, because the grant path with the lowest 
REPUR score automatically gets selected for exercise. The 
selection strength index need not employ an adjustment in 
Such a case. 
I0133. In an interactive environment, according to a further 
exemplary embodiment, it can be more useful to return then 
lowest REPUR score grant paths, so that the user can review 
the result and make a final selection of the grant path for 
exercise. If the user selects the lowest REPUR score grant 
path, no additional processing need be employed. However, if 
the user selects one of the other grant paths, the CPS 1400 can 
be configured to fine tune the user preference profile 1532 so 
that future requests will yield a grant path with the lowest 
REPUR score that better matches the user's actual preference 
based on past selections. 
I0134) To fine-tune the user preference profile 1532, the 
SWAC 1430 analyzes the grant path 1502 selected by the user. 
For each condition type that appears in the selected grant path 
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1502, the SWAC 1430 checks whether that condition type 
exists in the user preference profile 1532. If so, the SWAG 
1430 increments its selection strength index so as to 
strengthen its preference. For each condition type that 
appears in the selected grant path 1502, but does not have a 
corresponding entry in the user preference profile 1532, the 
SWAG 1430 can increment an auto-create condition type 
counter associated with the condition type. When an auto 
create condition type counter reaches a configurable thresh 
old value, the SWAC 1430 can automatically create a new 
entry in the user preference profile 1532 for the condition type 
associated with the auto-create condition type counter and 
assign a positive rank score value that indicates medium 
preference for the condition type. 
0135 Advantageously, the above features enable the CPS 
1400 to compare relative usage cost among conditions even 
when the user does not provide an initial user preference 
profile. In such a situation, the SWAC 1430 can automatically 
create the user preference profile 1532 and automatically add 
entries to the prioritized list of condition preference when 
auto-create condition type counters reach their threshold 
value. The preference usage score for Such automatically 
created entries also can be fine-tuned through the use of 
selection strength index, as described above. To ensure that 
the selection strength index gradually exerts its influence on 
the preference and that it does not dominate CUR calculation, 
the exemplary horizontal asymptotic function can be applied 
to the selection strength index when calculating the CUR 
SCO. 

0136. In an exemplary embodiment, a user can change the 
preference list and cost/weight of each parameter at the begin 
ning and/or in the middle of processing, periodically, for 
example, by periodically asking the user, for example, using 
a dialog on the monitor of computer. In a further exemplary 
embodiment, an initial set of default values can be employed, 
as well. 

0.137 In an exemplary embodiment, if n-dimensional 
parameters are employed, then optimization in n-dimensional 
space can be employed, for example, using hyper-planes as 
threshold for each condition or parameter. The exemplary 
processes can be very Subjective, wherein changes can occur 
from person-to-person or by time for the same person. 
Accordingly, the preferences, the list, and the costs can be 
dynamic parameters that are constantly changing. Using a 
training scheme, for example, based on a neural network, can 
be very helpful for predicting future preferences of the same 
person or a group of people, to reduce the cost of operation for 
a case of too many individuals or just to get the trend of 
preference for a person. 
0138 FIG.17 illustrates a neural network 1700 that can be 
employed with the exemplary embodiments. In FIG. 17. 
inputs 1710 to the neural network 1700 can include the 
parameters that affect the decision that is ultimately chosen as 
given by outputs 1730 of the neural network 1700 based on 
processing by one or more hidden units 1720. For example, 
exemplary inputs and desired outputs (e.g., samples 1-100) 
can be used for training the neural network 1700, subsequent 
exemplary inputs and desired outputs (e.g., samples 101-200) 
can be used to verify the neural network 1700, and then actual 
inputs can be used by the trained neural network 1700 to make 
predictions on the outputs 1730. 
0139 FIG. 18 is a flowchart for illustrating the operation 
of the Configurable Condition Processing System 1400 of 
FIG. 14, according to an exemplary embodiment. In FIG. 18. 
a method, system, device, and/or computer program product 
can be configured for processing plural rights expressions 
associated with an item for use in a system for controlling use 
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of the item in accordance with the rights expressions, includ 
ing, at Step 1802, receiving a request to use an item, the item 
having associated rights expressions governing use of the 
item. At Step 1804, one or more rights expressions including 
conditions that must be satisfied in order to use the item are 
returned. At step 1806, the returned rights expressions are 
processed in a manner to facilitate selection of the returned 
rights expressions in order to use the item in accordance with 
the selected rights expressions, for example, including the 
exemplary filtering processes, weighting processes, prioritiz 
ing processes, and the like, of the exemplary embodiments 
described with respect to FIGS. 1-17. At step 1808, condi 
tions associated with the selected rights expressions in using 
the item are validated. 

0140. The devices and subsystems of the exemplary 
embodiments can communicate, for example, over a commu 
nications network, and can include any suitable servers, 
workstations, personal computers (PCs), laptop computers, 
PDAs, Internet appliances, set top boxes, modems, handheld 
devices, telephones, cellular telephones, wireless devices, 
other devices, and the like, capable of performing the pro 
cesses of the disclosed exemplary embodiments. The devices 
and Subsystems, for example, can communicate with each 
other using any suitable protocol and can be implemented 
using a general-purpose computer system, and the like. One 
or more interface mechanisms can be employed, for example, 
including Internet access, telecommunications in any Suitable 
form, such as Voice, modem, and the like, wireless commu 
nications media, and the like. Accordingly, communications 
networks employed can include, for example, wireless com 
munications networks, cellular communications networks, 
satellite communications networks, Public Switched Tele 
phone Networks (PSTNs), Packet Data Networks (PDNs), 
the Internet, intranets, hybrid communications networks, 
combinations thereof, and the like. In addition, the commu 
nications networks employed can be the same or different 
networks. 

0.141. As noted above, it is to be understood that the exem 
plary embodiments are for exemplary purposes, as many 
variations of the specific hardware used to implement the 
disclosed exemplary embodiments are possible. For example, 
the functionality of the devices and the subsystems of the 
exemplary systems can be implemented via one or more 
programmed computer systems or devices. To implement 
Such variations as well as other variations, a single computer 
system can be programmed to perform the special purpose 
functions of one or more of the devices and subsystems of the 
exemplary systems. On the other hand, two or more pro 
grammed computer systems or devices can be substituted for 
any one of the devices and Subsystems of the exemplary 
systems. Accordingly, principles and advantages of distrib 
uted processing. Such as redundancy, replication, and the like, 
also can be implemented, as desired, for example, to increase 
the robustness and performance of the exemplary embodi 
mentS. 

0142. The exemplary embodiments can be used to store 
information relating to various processes described herein. 
This information can be stored in one or more memories, such 
as a hard disk, optical disk, magneto-optical disk, RAM, and 
the like, of the devices and sub-systems of the exemplary 
systems. One or more databases of the devices and Sub 
systems can store the information used to implement the 
exemplary embodiments. The databases can be organized 
using data structures, such as records, tables, arrays, fields, 
graphs, trees, lists, and the like, included in one or more 
memories, such as the memories listed above. 
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0143 All or a portion of the exemplary embodiments can 
be conveniently implemented using one or more general 
purpose computer systems, microprocessors, digital signal 
processors, micro-controllers, and the like, programmed 
according to the teachings of the disclosed exemplary 
embodiments. Appropriate software can be readily prepared 
by programmers of ordinary skill based on the teachings of 
the disclosed exemplary embodiments. In addition, the exem 
plary systems can be implemented by the preparation of 
application-specific integrated circuits or by interconnecting 
an appropriate network of component circuits. 
0144. Advantageously, that the exemplary rights expres 
sion processing system and method of the exemplary embodi 
ments can be used to generate, modify, authorize, and validate 
grammar-based rights expressions. The exemplary rights 
expression processing system and method can be imple 
mented with an extensible architecture having extensibility 
points to allow new syntaxes to be added without changing 
semantics or grammars of rights expressions to thereby allow 
accommodation of new rights expressions. Such extensibil 
ity, for example, can be realized by implementing the com 
ponents of the rights expression processing system and 
method, for example, such as the interpreter and validator 
components, as plug-in components. 
0145 Although the exemplary embodiments are 
described interms of an item or resource having an associated 
rights expression governing use of the item or resource, in 
further exemplary embodiments a rights expression need not 
be associated with an item or resource, wherein the rights 
expression can specify an act to be performed irrespective of 
an item or resource. 
0146 While the present invention have been described in 
connection with a number of exemplary embodiments and 
implementations, the present invention is not so limited but 
rather covers various modifications and equivalent arrange 
ments, which fall within the purview of the appended claims. 

APPENDIX A 

0147 An exemplary rights expression that grants to a prin 
cipal or other authorized person the unlimited right to view, 
print, and copy the subject “eBook.” for a flat fee of S25.99, 
for example, can be given by: 

<license 
<grant- 50 

<grantGroup> 1 
<dsig:keyValues 

<dsig:RSAKeyValues 
<dsig:Modulus > 

Idvypad7XoaYhu9tXAYXaENf3liOVvw HBXvs5mGlySw7exuDOv2olqin 
NapHtz9CviupZRQ/nEali+6TSRuGsw== 

<dsig:Modulus > 
<dsig:RSAKeyValues 

<dsig:keyValues 
</keyHolders 
<!--The right to play (view) is granted--> 
<grant 

<cx:digitalWork 
<cx:locators 

<cx:nonSecureIndirect URI= 
http://www.contentguard.com/samples?eBook” 
Type=URL /> 

<cx:locators 
<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:playf> 

<grant 
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-continued 

<!--The right to print is granted--> 
<grant 

<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:locators 

<cx:nonSecureIndirect URIE 
http://www.contentguard.com/samples?eBook” 
Type=URL /> 

<cx:locators 
<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:print? 

</grant 
<!--The right to copy is granted--> 
<grant 

<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:locators 

<cx:nonSecureIndirect URIE 
http://www.contentguard.com/samples?eBook” 
Type=URL /> 

<cx:locators 
<cx: digitalWork > 
<cx:copy/> 

</grant 
</grantGroup> 

<SX:fee> 
<SX:paymentFlat 

<sx:rate currency=USD">25.99</Sx:rated 
<SX:paymentRecord 

<SX:stateReferences 
<uddi> 

<serviceKey> 
<uluid-D04951E4-332C-4693-B7DB 
D3D1D1C20844<uuid 

</serviceKey> 
<fuddi> 

<sx:stateReferences 
< SX:paymentRecord 

< SX:paymentFlat 
</SX:fee> 

</grant 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method for processing rights 

expressions associated with an item in a manner to facilitate 
selection of at least one rights expressions from amongst a 
plurality of rights expressions within a system for controlling 
use of the item in accordance with the rights expressions, the 
method comprising: 

receiving a request to use an item, the item having associ 
ated rights expressions governing use of the item, said 
rights expressions including one or more conditions that 
must be satisfied in order to use the item; 

filtering the rights expressions using a filter component 
having one or more condition filters; and 

processing the filtered rights expressions to select at least 
one rights expressions in order to use the item in accor 
dance with the selected at least one rights expressions. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the rights expressions 
specify respective manners of use of the item. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the conditions include 
conditions that must be satisfied in order to exercise the 
respective manners of use of the item. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising specifying 
the one or more condition filters. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the condition filters are 
specified by a user. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the condition filters 
comprise a condition filter profile. 
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7. The method of claim 6, wherein the condition filter 
profile is configurable. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the condition filter 
profile comprises one or more condition filter criteria. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the condition filter 
criteria specifies a condition type 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the condition type is 
flat fee. 

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising configuring 
the filter component. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the filter component 
uses the one or more condition filters. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the filtering compo 
nent further comprises one or more filter plug-ins. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the one or more filter 
plug-ins comprises a software module which is downloaded, 
installed, or configured in the system. 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the one or more filter 
plug-ins further comprises a hardware module which is 
inserted into a device of the system. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the processing step 
further comprises prioritizing the filtered rights expressions 
based on a condition preference profile. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the condition prefer 
ence profile comprises one or more conditions specified by 
condition types and condition rankings. 

18. The method of claim 16, wherein the condition prefer 
ence profile is specified by a user. 

19. A computer-readable media having computer-execut 
able instructions recorded thereon for processing rights 
expressions associated with an item in a manner to facilitate 
selection of at least one rights expressions from amongst a 
plurality of rights expressions within a system for controlling 
use of the item in accordance with the rights expressions, the 
computer-executable instructions, when executed by a pro 
cessor, cause the processor to carry out the method compris 
1ng: 
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receiving a request to use an item, the item having associ 
ated rights expressions governing use of the item, said 
rights expressions including one or more conditions that 
must be satisfied in order to use the item; 

filtering the rights expressions using one or more condition 
filters; and 

processing the filtered rights expressions to select at least 
one rights expressions in order to use the item in accor 
dance with the selected at least one rights expressions. 

20. A device for processing rights expressions associated 
with an item in a manner to facilitate selection of at least one 
rights expressions from amongst a plurality of rights expres 
sions for controlling use of the item in accordance with the 
rights expressions, the device comprising: 

a rights authorization component configured to receive a 
request to use an item, the item having associated rights 
expressions governing use of the item, said rights 
expressions including one or more conditions that must 
be satisfied in order to use the item; 

a filter component having one or more condition filters 
configured to filter the rights expressions; and 

a condition processing component configured to process 
the filtered rights expressions for selecting at least one 
rights expressions in order to use the item in accordance 
with the selected at least one rights expressions. 

21. The device of claim 20, wherein the rights authoriza 
tion component further comprises an interpreter module 
adapted to evaluate and/or authorize the rights expressions. 

22. The device of claim 21, wherein the rights authoriza 
tion component, the filter component, and the condition pro 
cessing component further comprise components of a com 
puting device. 

23. The device of claim 22, wherein the rights authoriza 
tion component, the filter component, and the condition pro 
cessing component further comprise computer-readable 
instructions stored on a computer readable medium. 

c c c c c 


